Secure your Azure Move
What's behind a Digital Transformation?
The journey to the Cloud can be a lovely travel as well as get
caught by the devil. Sword can accompany customers to
embrace this journey with the right approach, also help them
to implement the correct gates to start from the beginning to
the end, provides guidance and best practices.

Why customers use
“Sword Secure your
Azure Move”?
At-a-glance:

Sword Azure migration framework
Sword Azure migration framework is a SaaS solution to jump into the Cloud, residing
in Azure with a small footprint and without persistent agents. No Database (Data
uploaded to the cloud) and use standard network protocols and ports. Available for
multiplatform as Office365, Windows environment, Linux devices, vCenter Appliances.

Increase security
•

Simple to deploy and to
manage

•

Third party integration

•

Driving Governance and
Compliance

Reduce TCO by consuming service
instead of hardware

Cost reduction
•

Reduce physical footprint

•

Optimize licensing management

•

Increase automation process

ROI improvement by building a
full Cloud strategy

•

Increase security by leveraging
interoperability between
different vendors.

•

Cost management : optimize
workloads to fit with the real
consumption.

•

Better user experience : give to
customers a new way to install
and use their devices but keep
control on security and
environment.

Improve user experience
•

Give self-service deployment to
users (Autopilot)

•

Give unified and accessible
workplace environment for all users
(internals and externals)

•

Simplify user devices management
More productivity and user
satisfaction

The challenge for a company like MCI is to always be at the forefront of technology because our customers expect us to provide services
with the latest tools. MCI has chosen to provide its customers with the tools of the Microsoft solution, both on Microsoft Office 365 and on
Microsoft Azure. These tools combined with the know-how of our teams allow MCI to increase its competitiveness and profitability by
reselling value-added services.
Sword was a key partner in this support and allowed us to manage this migration to Microsoft Azure from A to Z by avoiding the usual
pitfalls when we do not master this type of project.
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